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Chapter 1 : Test-Firing 5 Colt Belly Guns to Measure Their Effectiveness â€“ Tactical News Network.
Belly is a crime drama directed by Hype Williams. It depicts the life of two close friends, Buns (DMX) and Sincere (Nas)
who are criminals but later come to spiritual awakening, each by his own way.

Fitch McQuaid is shot, revolver still in his hand. In the final scene he uses a suppressed verison of the pistol.
Several other characters are also seen with MA1 pistols. The leader of kidnappers aims his MA1. Hopper fires
his pistol during the shootout in the railroad depot. Hopper holds suppressed MA1 in the final scene. Note that
the suppressor is not coaxial with the barrel of the pistol. Here one of them is shot by Jake Hopper Steven
Seagal. Sunti holds a suppressed Beretta 92FS in the final scene. A frame-mounted safety can be seen. A
hitman aims his Taurus PT92 at Sunti. Hopper hands the pistol back to Captain Suthep. Captain Suthep aims
the pistol at Hopper. It is possibly an airsoft gun. A close view at the grip and slide of the pistol that resembles
a Glock. A blurry view at the pistol. In the next moment this pistol switches to another one. The taxi driver
aims his pistol at Hopper Plainclothes Bangkok police officers are seen with unidentified pistols during the
shootout in the railroad depot. Such pistols are also seen in hands of several Bangkok police officer. It is
supposedly an airsoft verion of M note the screw holes in the frame and slide and the hammer which is molded
into the back of the gun. Fitch McQuaid aims his pistol at Sunti. A close view at the pistol. Sunti disarms
McQuaid and aims his own pistol at him. Next moment this pistol switches to Beretta 92FS. Similar pistols are
seen in hands of Bangkok police at the left. One more pistol is used by Bangkok police. It looks like some SIG
Sauer version. Rifles The sniper aims at Mongkol Pongpat Wachirabunjong with a bolt action rifle with sniper
scope. Another view at the sniper. The sniper is shot. The Chinese SKS has a stamped receiver and a spike
bayonet aka a "pig sticker". A man at the left holds a Type 56 carbine. A man in the middle holds a Type 56
carbine. Sunti Byron Mann carries HK53 in the final scene. A close view at HK53 in hands of Abu Karaf
fighter. A crate of HK53 carbines. Aby Karaf fighters with HK53s during the shootout. The one at the left
holds his carbine with a folded stock and the one in the middle - with unfolded. Sunti with HK53 in the final
scene. A view from the back. HK33 is a standard infantry rifle of Royal Thai Army. Norinco Type 56 Norinco
Type 56 assault rifles of several variants are used by various characters. Norinco Type 56 fixed stock variant
with under-folding bayonet "pig sticker" which was standard on PLA-issue Type 56s - 7. Rather than having
the underfolder pig sticker Bayonet assembly, this has the standard Bayonet lug underneath the gas block as
the AKM and later variants. Type 56 assault rifle aka M22, early milled receiver model without under-folding
"pig sticker" bayonet - 7. Type 56 with removed bayonet is seen at the left. Type 56 is seen at the back of one
of kidnappers. Two Abu Karaf fighers are armed with Type 56s. Both rifles are of different versions. Some of
them are equipped with M16A2 style handguards. M16A1 with 20 round magazine - 5. A close view at the
muzzle. Government soldiers with M16s. The front soldier carries an M16A2 with a 20 round magazine. Colt
Model "M16A2 Commando" - 5. These three men are shot and drop their weapons. Three Abu Karaf fighters
are shot from below. But this weapon can be simply another airsoft gun. The bodyguard is shot, holding his
rifle and a suitcase full of cash. Another view at the same scene. The rifle is seen near the body of its owner.
M60 machine gun with bipod extended - 7.
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Chapter 2 : Things to Consider When Buying a Belly Band Holster
The most obvious reason why the belly gun is still useful for self-defense is simple: The vast majority of defensive
shootings takes place at 7 or fewer yards.

Another view of the revolver. Later same looking revolver is seen in hands of Born Az during the shootout at
the barbery. Wise and LaKid put their guns on the table. Born holds his revolver at the left. The Pachmayr grip
is seen. Colt Python with 4" Barrel and factory wood grips -. Charter Arms Off Duty Stainless -. The hammer
spur is broken or intentionally shortened. Glock 17 with stainless steel slide - 9x19mm A Glock with stainless
steel slide is seen during the robbery in the opening scene. The suppressor, like most other movie silencers, is
scrued inside the barrel. This model added finger stepping and cuts to the backstrap of the frame to make it
easier to hold than the Generation 1 model. LaKid James Parris draws his Glock during the confrontation in
restoraunt. Desert Eagle with stainless steel finish -. The character himself is never seen holding this gun.
Mark fires at ATF agents. Another view of the same scene. The hitman assassinates Sosa and his girlfriend
with a suppressed pistol. Wounded Sincere hands his pistol to Born. All they are supposedly a single movie
prop. One screenshot allows to guess the pistol to be double stack, and the trigger guard is rounded rather than
stepped so it is most likely a SIG-Sauer P Johnson appears with the pistol in hands. Note the double stack
buldge. LaKid cocks his pistol. Detonics Pocket 9 A Detonics Pocket 9 pistol is seen during the opening
credits. Detonics Pocket 9 - 9x19mm A Detonics Pocket 9 2 is seen among other handguns during the opening
credits. Buns holds what appears to be a Detonics Pocket. Jennings J A Jennings J pistol is seen during the
opening credits. Raven Arms MP -. Star 30P - 9x19mm The pistol is seen through the color glass. A good shot
of the pistol, showing the trigger guard and barrel indicative of the 30P. Another view of the pistol. Shotguns
Remington An ATF agent holds a Remington shotgun with rifle sights, extended magazine tube and
weaponlight during the raid in Omaha. Ithaca 37 A bartender fires a pistol-gripped Ithaca 37 shotgun during
the shootout at the strip club. Norinco Type 7. Another view of the gun. The gun is seen next to Lennox body.
Some of them are fitted with AK -style muzzle breaks. Norinco Type fitted with a slanted compensator - 7.
Norinco Type 56 Mocked up to resemble AK - 7.
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Chapter 3 : i got shot in the stomach by a pellet gun | Yahoo Answers
Test-Firing 5 Colt Belly Guns to Measure Their Effectiveness Belly guns like the five different models the author tested
were meant to be carried in pockets or waistbands, behind a cartridge belt but always in reserve or in deference to a
larger handgun.

Hardin The following is the first in a series of in-depth articles on the firearms of the Old West, their history
and lore, and the remarkable men and women who carried them Rifles have always been more powerful, more
accurate, and more effective at long ranges, and no firearm is more deadly than a scattergun. The main
advantage of a hand-held firearm, then as now, was its relative light weight and convenient size, making it
more likely to be actually carried when the rare occasion arises to put it to use. As well as how much easier it
was to hide. Concealability has been a factor in gun choice for as long as European Monarchies and U. Gun
control laws that were long a reality in the American East, soon spread to the quickly settling West. Many of
the situations calling for active self defense occur when least expected, and not always in the most obvious
places and situations. At such times both the Henry hanging inside on the wall or the shotgun stashed under
the buckboard seat are likely well out of reach. Only slightly larger were the host of single-shot breech loading
derringers chambered for the moderately more powerful. These generally featured barrels that either pivoted
downward or rotated to the side for loading. The acknowledged progenitor of this type is the Daniel Moore,
patented in Loaded with a grain conical bullet and stuffed with 13 grains of black powder, it could barely
achieve feet per second velocity out of the typical three inch long barrel. After all, no one wants to be shot,
even by an underpowered round. Many deaths by gunshot were the result of subsequent infection, rather than
the size or location of the wound. Believe that or not, anyone with a soft spot for early Wild West Show
entertainers, Western pulp fiction, movies or television serials has some idea of how these pip-squeak backups
might save the day. In his sunset years Buffalo Bill Cody often relied on an ivory stocked, nickel plated
Remington over and under. They make it easy to imagine some hero, with his hands in the air and an empty
holster on his hip, suddenly turning the tables with a firearm the size of single Colt Peacemaker grip. Fiction
was matched by reality in at least one dramatic event, a surprise shootout at a peace conference between
Modoc war chief Captain Jack and U. The Indian warrior shocked everyone by suddenly pulling out a hidden
revolver and shooting the General in the head. When another Indian, Schonchin pulled out his own weapon,
onetime Indian agent A. Meacham wounded him and brought him to the ground with a shirt pocket. There
have also been some fascinating arms created solely for the purpose of disguised carry. No doubt the women
who bought them liked to imagine the surprise of a robberâ€” who after asking a woman for her money bag,
gets either a bullet in the belly or at least the scare of a life! The earliest were muzzle loaders, later models
usually fired a single rimfire cartridge, and eventually rounds as powerful as the. Particularly interesting are
the British made air-canes marketed at the turn of the century through various New York distributors. The
reservoirs were refilled using an attachable stirrup pump, took a long time to charge, and fired what was
usually a. Every cane type included a muzzle cap to keep dirt and debris out of the barrel, and the results could
be dramatic if someone ever forgot to remove it before firing. Anyone with a real likelihood of armed defense
was unlikely to choose a derringer anymore than a walking stick gun. For this purpose most people wanted
multiple shots without reloading, with the result being a burgeoning new market in medium powered,
pocket-sized revolvers. At one time or other Pat Garrett owned a. That same year they began flooding the
market with the itsy-bitsy. Served up in rimfire. The last of this configuration was their New Police. Their
niche in the prestigious Colt lineup remained unfilled until the release of the double action New Pocket model.
This was followed in and with medium frame top-breaks in. This medium powered round went on to be one of
the most popular calibers of its time. Needless to say, it was the TNT that carried the day, and these
lightweight backups were unlikely used in the fray. Yet another factor in handgun selection, hideaways or not,
has always been rapidity of fire: The single action revolver in which the hammer has to be hand cocked each
time is nearly if not equally quick for the first round. But the double action with the hammer cocked and the
cylinder rotated by a single long pull on the trigger has a significant edge when it comes to subsequent aimed
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shots, and is considerably quicker to empty into the belly of a close range assailant. Long barrels could be had
on most, but for purposes of defense and concealment the preferred length for this caliber remained something
between three and five inches. Favorite places for stashing small arms include not only pockets but boot tops,
shoulder holsters and suspender rigs for those on the move. And under pillows, in bedstand drawers, and
inside the cash registers of folks at home and at work. A purse was the most common way for a woman to
pack a sidearm, and may still be today. One can only speculate how many times some gal has has been
surprised to find herself relieved of not only her money and her make-up kit, but also her primary means of
defense. More effective would be an open top belt holster worn high on the small of the back, or strapped
above the knee underneath a billowing Western skirt. Small caliber revolvers were perhaps ideal for daily
concealed carryâ€” but those with no need to hide their armament, and anyone wearing enough of a coat might
pick a larger gun in substantially more powerful calibers. Awesome knock down power has its own appeal.
John Selman paid for the burial of Bass Outlaw with a confiscated, chopped Colt serial specially altered for
fanning by the removal of the trigger assembly and replacement of the cylinder pin. In that condition a
revolver would be quick to employ, but nearless worthless beyond ten feet for so. With its factory issued tube
and trigger, a competent pistolero could hit a stationary man sixty or more yards away a good percentage of
the time. This has resulted in a depersonalization of armed combat, and increasingly positions our soldiery far
enough away from the enemy to dilute the emotional experience, reducing any opportunities for empathy or
mercy, and making the taking of life more of a mechanical exercise in obedience than a deliberate moral
decision and an act of passion. But John Wilkes Booth aside, pocket guns have seldom been employed by
intentional assailants. There is therefore considerably less moral ambiguity with arms primarily designed for
self protection and generally unsuitable for offense. No one in their right mind would bring a hideaway to
initiate a fight. As every reader of GunBlast would agree, self defense is a justifiable and even healthy
response to unprovoked aggression. We are motivated and fueled by the same source that provokes cells to
grow and multiply, rabbits to strike out against a ravenous snakeâ€” or a snake to fight off the hungers of the
giant eagle It is the Spirit-given impulse to struggle again and again into the light, and to never give up the
fight. No one can be faulted for valuing their own existence over that of an attacker. Complacency and
capitulation, like obliviousness, are what make us prey Truly, personal survival is an inherent, credible and
honorable motivation, qualifying our most insistent and energetic defense. But then again, neither is it
necessarily the most noble of all reasons for taking assertive action. For a person of integrity and compassion
there are also people, homes and beliefs worth risking our lives for. Once we recognize that our families are
integral and vital extensions of our very beings, protecting them becomes an act of expanded self defense. In
time we may come to realize the degree to which our ideals, our friends and communities, the forests, rivers
and land we stand upon are essential elements of what it means to be human Of grit and gravel, courage and
caring! That something really matters, none need wonder Firearms Of The Old West To order a copy
specially signed to you, go to www. Got something to say about this article? Want to agree or disagree with it?
Click pictures for a larger version.
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Chapter 4 : 6 Best Belly Band Holsters for Women in
But it was a hidden belly gun in the hands of boozed-up Prohibition Agent (!) that ended both his life and his career. Yet
another factor in handgun selection, hideaways or not, has always been rapidity of fire: how fast one can get off repeat,
aimed shots.

The four violently rob a nightclub, murdering five people. Sincere soon leaves and is followed in gesture by
the others. He returns to his St. Meanwhile, Tommy learns of a new form of heroin which he takes as a
lucrative business opportunity. The next day, Tommy meets with Sincere to discuss the venture. His rhetoric is
met with resistance from the more intellectually inclined Sincere, who has become enlightened to the plight of
urban poor and seeks a life free of crime. After Tommy ridicules Sincere for his sentiments and mentions his
connection with a Jamaican drug lord "Ox" residing in New York City, Sincere reluctantly agrees. Ox agrees
on the grounds that Tommy repays him via a huge favor at a later date. Meanwhile, Sincere teases Black, who
is upset that his share of the money from the robbery was less than Sincere received. While this is happening,
Knowledge tells Tommy over the phone that he had heard that Black had been talking about wanting to rob
Sincere. Tommy becomes incredibly enraged. He pushes Black to the floor and forces him to strip naked in
front of everyone while firing a handgun wildly into the floor. Tommy then orders Black to sit on the couch,
as he visibly harbors hostile feelings towards the rest of the men. The duo, along with some of their friends,
including Knowledge and Mark, start transporting drugs from Queens to Omaha , and begin to overrun the
drug business there. This is met with jealousy from a local drug dealer Big Head Rico Tyrin Turner , who
informs the police of their activities. While at a strip club in Omaha , Shameek confronts Rico and informs
him that Knowledge sent him here to kill him and his associates. When Rico tries to run from Shameek,
Shameek shoots and kills Rico as well as some members of his crew. While reloading, Shameek is shot by the
bartender. Stumbling out the club, he manages to evade police. Meanwhile, Tommy goes to Jamaica with Ox,
and repays him by killing Sosa, the son of a local drug lord. Tommy finds out about the raid and leaves town.
Ox is able to kill most of them before he himself is finally killed by a female assassin named Chiquita. They
make plans to leave on New Years Day, However, Sincere is now suspicious of Tommy since the Omaha
incident. Tommy, meanwhile, has been laying low in Atlanta, selling marijuana with Wise and LaKid, two
younger men from New York. One night at dinner, Tommy instigates an argument between Wise and LaKid,
in which ends with both men to drawing their guns and LaKid shooting Wise dead. It is later revealed that
Tommy was chosen by federal agents to assassinate a black Muslim leader, Rev. Tionne comes home from
shopping to find Shameek and a few other men waiting for her inside and is confronted concerning the
whereabouts of Sincere and Tommy. After a tense standoff with pistols, the men leave. Saviour in his study
before he was to make a massive speech of hope and points his gun at him. Saviour convinces Tommy not to
go through with his mission, even though this will be seen as an act of betrayal by the feds and will put his life
at risk. Tommy, in tears, agrees, and the two men embrace. Sincere, now in Africa with Tionne and their child,
reflects on recent events, relieved and happy to start a new life.
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Chapter 5 : calendrierdelascience.com: belly band gun
The Alphaholster belly band holster gives the gun holder the freedom to store their guns with extra comfort. It is also
simple, smooth, and comfortable to use. It is also simple, smooth, and comfortable to use.

A good belly band should be made from a stretchy, adjustable material that allows for comfort while you
move. Always check the fabric and material list before you choose a belly band holster! Fit And Adjustability
Most belly band holsters are designed to be adjustable in their fit, usually with velcro or another type of
fastener. It should stay in place and allow for comfortable movements. They are designed to be fairly basic,
but some belly band holsters come with a pocket for things like cards, cellphones, and extra ammo, which is a
helpful addition to a holster. Here are a few tips and tricks that will help you wear your belly band holster
effectively. You should choose a belly band holster that will accommodate your body dimensions. You can
measure your waist and hips to ensure you have a belly band that will fit you and your dimensions. Secure
Your Band Always be sure to secure your belly band. Most holsters will come with come with velcro or
another type of fastener that will help you get a personalized fit. You can also re-adjust as as you need
throughout the day. Holster Your Gun Next, holster your firearm. Make sure it is both concealed and secure in
the holster. Adjust your clothing accordingly so that the firearm is no longer visible and does not leave prints.
Carrying the firearm lower may help you achieve better concealment results. Start by standing up, walking
around, and sitting down. You may also want to complete tasks you do daily wearing the holster to see if it
constricts you and how comfortable it is to wear. From there, you can make adjustments accordingly. Round
Up, Wrap Up Now you know more about our top 5 picks for belly band holsters, the pros and cons of
choosing a belly band holster, and how to wear one effectively. If you want a great staple for carrying
everyday with ease, you may benefit from this belly band holster. However, be sure to choose the best belly
band holster fit for you and your carrying needs.
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Chapter 6 : Top 5 Best Belly Band Holster Reviews in | The Gun Zone
From The Community. Amazon Try Prime. All.

Send email Mail In the recent past, concealed weapon carrying has picked up as the perfect way of moving
around with weapons. There are several gun holsters in the market to help shooting enthusiasts and general
gun owners carry their weapons. However, the holsters will differ depending on the type of revolvers and
handguns people handle. Belly band holsters are suitable for carrying your weapons because of their
maximum comfort and total concealment. They are made from a large elastic band that suits women gun
carriers. We will look at the best belly band holsters that women can acquire for carrying their handguns in
On the other hand, the comforTac belly band has a standard size that stretches to fit all users. Features It has
both the left and right-hand draws. It fits Glock sizes ranging from 19 to 43 inches. Has an extra magazine
pocket Surgical grade holster can fit all sizes of pistols and revolvers. Can be worn both in the inside and
outside. AlphaHolster Belly Band Handgun Holster This holster is used around the abdomen and is one of the
best holsters in the market. The Alphaholster belly band holster gives the gun holder the freedom to store their
guns with extra comfort. It is also simple, smooth, and comfortable to use. The holster is manufactured in an
elastic and ventilated design that makes it easier to draw your weapon and use it. Features Has several loops
that are used for storing extra ammunition, pepper spray, and even mini-flashlights. Highly elastic to boost
comfort. Comes in different colors hence can blend with skin complexion or clothing. Versatile- can be worn
in different body positions. The holster covers almost the entire revolver and ensures that your gun is very
close to your body. It gives you an extraordinary weapon concealment. The UnderTech Under Cover belly
band is all about comfort as it ensures that you remain comfortable even after carrying your weapons for a
long time. Features This belly band holster for women has a six-inch pocket for extra storage of a flashlight,
spare magazines, and other personal effects. Designed with high-quality elastic material. Comes in all sizes
from small to extra large. Has two slots for a handgun. Original Defender Concealment Belly Band Holster
This belly band holster for women is designed for concealing medium and larger handguns. It is highly
versatile and is available in different versions for both right and left-handed shooters. The Defender
Concealment holster gives a perfect concealment of weapons once properly worn at the lower abdomen.
Features Has no clip to reveal that you have a weapon. Carries guns ranging from large to small sizes. Has
capacity for extra ammunition. Four Way Belly Band Gun Holster This is an affordable belly band holster for
women that has a four-inch flex band that fits your abdomen comfortably. The Four Way belly band is
manufactured with special breathability that makes it suitable for maximum comfort. It is equally fitted with
many slots to hold pistols and revolvers. The most striking feature is the ease of use it gives to casual wearers
and easy movement. Features Gives maximum comfort for users with medium waist sizes. Has perfect
breathability and ease of movement. Has large pockets that are suitable for revolvers and pistols. Can use both
the left and right-hand draw. It has an elastic nylon belt ranging between 32 to 40 inches. This holster also
stands out for its water resistant feature that makes it comfortable to use during rainy seasons. Features Perfect
ease of use for both right and left-handed users. Made in medium size which fits majority of gun users
between 32 and 40 inches. Accommodates full-size guns and even larger ones. Is water resistant hence keeps
your gun away from moisture. Has space for an extra gun and spare magazines. Summing Up A belly band
holster for women always makes it easy for any woman to carry her gun around. Belly band holsters for
women are available in various sizes, shapes, and colors to suit your preference. With belly band holsters, you
can purchase any type of handgun and still carry it comfortably around your waist. You have the opportunity
to shop for recently launched and comfortable gun holsters that will help you conceal your treasured weapon.
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Chapter 7 : Hideouts & Sneaky-Guns: Concealed Carry In The Old West
Pocket guns, or as they are familiarly called, 'belly guns', enjoy a large sale because of their great utility." The Colt
Detective Special was the first of the modern "Belly Guns" and is still one of the best.

This is especially true of large-caliber percussion pistols like the Colt Walker and Dragoons in the s and s.
These were the guns Samuel Colt needed to build to get government contracts the order for 1, Walkers
resurrected his gun-making career in , but there were also guns that he loved to build, mostly pocket models.
He was a passionate believer in small-caliber pistols that could be easily carried in a waistband or pocket, and
quickly drawn and fired at close range. On the heels of the massive Walker and. The first new Colt model was
the. More than , were sold from to The shortest barrel length offered was 3 inches. The diminutive pocket
pistol weighed a little less than a pound and a half. This made the pistol no faster to reload than the , but like
the earlier model, easier to carry and draw from a waistband or coat pocket. The Model filled the market
handily for more than a decade, but shortly into the Civil War, Colt added another but rarer pocket pistol, a
snub-nose version of the. This was a special-order, 2-inch-barreled version with a re-contoured and plugged
barrel lug and no loading lever. The guns were also often fitted with dovetailed front sight blades. The exact
number produced is unknown, but according to estimations, no more than 50 were built. Some of the men who
ordered and carried them are infamous, however. In its design, the special-order Police Model laid the
groundwork for other snub-nose Colt designs that followed throughout the remainder of the century. But there
were some interesting steps in between the 19th century single-action and early 20th century double-action
models, with a handful of snub-nose pistols almost as rare as the Police. More Colt Designs The Army was
essentially the big. And like the Police, a number of Army revolvers were modified with cut-down barrels and
lugs re-contoured like the snub-nose Police. There are no factory records of Colt having made snub-nose
Model s there were records of the Police, however , so it is believed that all known specimens were field
conversions by gunsmiths for individual customers. Belly guns continued into the early s with a handful of
snub-nose models made from Richards-Mason Army cartridge conversions, the most famous of which was
carried by El Paso, Texas, City Marshal Dallas Stoudenmire. He was also the deputy U. The pockets had
leather linings to keep his pistols secure. Stoudenmire literally died with the snub-nose Colt in his hand when
he was shot from behind during a gunfight on September 18, The popularity of snub-nose cartridge
conversion models was not lost on Colt, either, which first picked up the idea for the Peacemaker in the same
year that Stoudenmire was killed. Of course, shorter barrel lengths had already been available as a special
orderâ€”as short as 2 inches in length. One such gun with a few added modifications was carried by former
Texas Ranger and Deputy U. Range Shootout With all things being considered equal, as in an average barrel
length between 2 and 3 inches, differences in calibers from. To find out which was most accurate in a close
encounter, I fired each one off-hand at 7 yards, which is actually much further than the gunfights in which
Stoudenmire and Outlaw were killed. Step up to a. If not, it would certainly have given one man an edge over
the other. The game-changer is the. Wild Bill Hickok ended many a confrontation with a. Only later in life did
he carry metallic-cartridge conversions in. The cut-down Army, with its brass blade front sight, was far more
accurate, placing a. The copy of the Stoudenmire. I then tried the copy of the Bass Outlaw gun with a 2-inch
barrel and no front sight, which was a serious deficit at 7 yards. It is really a better gun for confrontations
around 10 feet and fired instructively from the waist, much as men like Bass Outlaw would have done in a
tight situation. These small-caliber belly guns hit the target pretty well because they have front sights.
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Chapter 8 : Belly of the Beast - Internet Movie Firearms Database - Guns in Movies, TV and Video Games
This belly band holster will accommodate most guns with a 4 inch barrel or less when you choose a medium belt, but
larger guns can be accommodated with a large belly band holster instead. Not to mention that this belly band allows for
wear with the waistband on the inside or the outside.

Webley produced smaller scaled. The term "bulldog revolver" would go on to become synonymous with large
caliber "snubnosed revolvers. The Model was offered in three calibers, which lent them three unofficial
names: The revolver was available in 2. They were most often produced with 2", 3" and 3. They also had a
grip safety. Fitz Special revolvers are made by shortening the barrel to two inches, shortening the ejector rod,
bobbing the hammer spur , removing the front half of the trigger guard, and rounding the butt. Reshaping the
hammer and the butt allows the gun to be drawn quickly with little risk of the weapon snagging on clothing.
The halved trigger guard facilitates quick trigger acquisition, even for shooters with large fingers or gloves. He
later modified two. The FitzGerald Special was the precursor to the modern snubnosed revolver and
specifically the prototype for the Colt Detective Special. Colt Detective Special The Colt Detective Special is
a carbon steel framed double-action , snubnosed, six-shot revolver. As the name "Detective Special" suggests,
this model revolver was used as a concealed weapon by plainclothes police detectives. Introduced in , the
Detective Special was the first snubnosed revolvers produced with a modern swing-out frame. It was designed
from the outset to be chambered for higher-powered cartridges such as the. In production since , it is a
medium-sized, 6-shot,. Over its long production run it has been available with barrel lengths of 4", 5" and 6".
For the Model 36, they designed a small concealable, 5-shot, double-action revolver with a 2" barrel, that
could fire the more powerful. Since the older "Safety Hammerless" I-frame was not able to handle this load, a
new frame was designed, which became the J-frame. A vote was held to name the new revolver, and the name
"Chiefs Special" won. It was available in either a blued or nickel-plated finish. The aluminum cylinders
proved to be problematic and were abandoned in favor of a steel cylinder. They would also introduce new
models using high-strength, lightweight metal alloys such as titanium and scandium. Colt Cobra The Colt
Cobra is a lightweight, 21 oz aluminum-framed, 6-shot, double-action revolver with a 2" barrel, not to be
confused with the Colt King Cobra. The Cobra is chambered for. It was sold by Colt from until This model
was released in early It weighs 19 oz g unloaded. Early models used an aluminum cylinder as well as frame.
Introduced in the early s, the Model became the best known and the best selling Dan Wesson Firearms
revolver model to go into production. All barrels and shrouds within a model series are compatible, thus a
Model frame from the s may be equipped with a barrel from the s and shroud made in The increased sales
markedly over the earlier models, and were often seen in use with both target shooters and hunters. The Model
44 are large frame models in. It features a concave sight. Its trigger pull, in both single and double-action
modes, is quite light. Charter Arms also makes a variety of smaller frame. Charter also produces the Mag Pug
in. Taurus Model 85 Ultra-Lite in. Introduce in the s, in the United States the guns are marketed for concealed
carry and personal protection. The Model 85 is available in several configurations. These include blued steel,
stainless steel, polymer frame, and "Ultra-Lite" variants constructed of aluminum and titanium, with steel
lock-work components. However, those same differences can make customization of the Model 85 more
expensive. The Backpacker with a 2. Corbon performance data The Ruger SP is a series of small-frame,
double-action revolvers introduced in by the American company Sturm, Ruger as the smaller-frame
counterpart to the GP The SP is an all-steel-construction revolver with a spurred or spurless double-action
only hammer. The Model was built on the entirely new X-Frame, which was developed exclusively to handle
the immense muzzle velocity and pressures generated by firing of the. It can also shoot. A Ruger Redhawk
Alaskan chambered in. The Alaskan is available in. The Ruger LCR is a small, 5-shot, double-action revolver
with a 1. It incorporates several novel features such as a polymer grip and trigger housing, [35] monolithic
receiver, and constant force trigger. The frame is aluminum alloy and synthetic glass-filled polymer finished in
matte black with Synergistic Hard Coat. In order to create a lighter trigger pull, it features a friction reducing
cam. The LCR chambered for. There are also a 6-shot. Taurus promotes the Judge as a self-defense tool
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against carjacking and for home protection. So much so, that the. As a result, these large caliber snubnosed
revolvers can provide effective defense from snakes, to wolves, to mountain lions, even large brown bears.
Constructed of lightweight, corrosion resistant alloys, its cylinder is made of titanium , its frame and its barrel
are made of scandium an enhanced aluminum alloy , and its barrel has a stainless steel barrel liner. Firing
Winchester Supreme Elite. When loaded with Winchester Supreme Elite. Commercial loadings are available
in bullet weights ranging from gr to gr. The Model is also capable of firing the shorter. Accessories[ edit ]
Ruger LCR. There are a surprising range of aftermarket accessories available for the snubnosed revolvers,
including grips, speedloaders and holsters. There are also hammer shrouds and hammer shroud grips Bianchi
Lightning Grip that convert standard exposed hammer revolvers to "bodyguard" models. The Pocket-Safe
Hammer Shroud is a pop-on plastic device that covers the hammer, keeping it from snagging on clothing, and
pops-off when the trigger is pulled. There are a wide range of lasers available with the Crimson Trace laser
grips standing out among them. The Barami Hip-Grip is a "set of grips for revolvers with a paddle or wing
added on the right-hand side. The wing hooks onto your belt and keeps the snubbie where you put it.
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Chapter 9 : calendrierdelascience.com: gun belly holster
A snubnosed revolver (colloquially known as a snubbie, belly gun or bulldog revolver) is any small, medium or large
frame revolver with a short barrel, generally 3 inches or less in length.

Want to become a gear reviewer? Enter Your Email for a Chance! Every gun owner has their own needs and
preferences when it comes to concealment. Knowing yours could truly be a lifesaver when selecting a belly
band holster. Belly Band Holsters are Concealment of Choice for Many People There is a need today for both
men and women to protect themselves from possible thieves, sexual offenders, and the likes. For this purpose,
having a firearm, or weapon in hand is highly recommended. One of the most popular weapons of choice
today is a handgun. Of course, no one would want to show off the type of firearms that they are carrying and
that is why different weapon concealment options have come into the picture. When choosing between the
various concealment options that are available today, people must think beyond concealment alone. They must
also consider the accessibility of their weapon. When this is considered, people are able to promote security as
well as safety. With that in mind, the belly band holster is the concealment of choice for many people. What is
a Belly Band Holster? For those people who have no idea what a belly band holster looks like, it is a large
elastic band that is big enough to cover the hips. It is then secured with the use of a velcro. This type of holster
comes in a wide array of colors but the most popular ones are white and black. Additionally, it is available in a
wide array of sizes in order to suit and fit all body types. What are the Benefits of a Belly Band Holster? Most
people would ask why they should choose a belly band holster over all of the other concealment options
available today. Truth is, there are a lot of reasons as to why the belly band holster is the top choice for many
people. Here are some of the benefits that it offers: Flexibility Belly band holsters are made using a stretchable
material. Because of this, they are able to hold all types and sizes of guns. With the use of a belly band holster,
the owner will just have to lift up their shirt to easily access their gun. This is much more convenient than that
of an ankle holster. Organization Most belly band holsters come with multiple pockets in which the user can
place not only their gun but also some ammunition. What to Look for in a Belly Band Holster? When looking
for a belly band holster, there are some considerations to think about. Among all these considerations are as
follows: Comfort Comfort must be highly regarded. Most belly band holsters are created with the use of
high-quality Spandex or a combination of different materials that work together to boost the comfort of their
use. When choosing a belly band holster, you must make sure that it perfectly fits your firearm. Safety should
always be your priority, and this is why one of the most basic things you need to look for is how well it
conceals these important firearm features. Retention While looking for a belly band holster, you must also
look for one that can retain your gun in case burglars feel the need to steal it from you. This is especially true
if you are in a close personal combat. Quality Just like any other products, the price of a belly band holster
depends on its quality. You may be able to save money if you buy a cheap belly holster, but doing so may cost
you more money in the future. Always stick to high-quality leather belly band holsters since they can hold
your gun more securely and are less likely to show early signs of wear. Portability Portability is also a huge
factor in choosing the best belly band holster for you. Since it is normal to change clothes throughout the day,
you need to choose a belly band holster that can still conceal your firearm even if you feel the need to do so.
Attachments Lastly, you may want to conceal some items in your belly band holster aside from your firearm.
If so, it is best that you look for one that allows room for other small accessories or defense weapons.
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